
The Rise of Hitler
What Was The Attraction of Adolf Hitler?



• To examine four different reasons for Hitler’s popularity.

• To explain how these reasons linked together to allow Hitler to become a 
leading politician in 1930s Germany. 

• To evaluate a variety of sources to come to a sustained and reasoned 
conclusion why Hitler became so popular by 1933.

• To explore why different groups of people were attracted to Hitler and the 
Nazi Party.

Learning Objective

Success Criteria



Following the end of the First World War, Adolf Hitler was one of thousands 
of demobbed soldiers returning to Germany defeated and angry at the 
politicians who had signed the Armistice. He had received the Iron Cross for 
bravery and longed for a return of the Kaiser as a strong leader. Though it is 
clear now the war was lost for Germany before November 1918, many soldiers 
were shocked and heartbroken at the new of the Armistice. They blamed the 
new Government for ‘stabbing them in the back’ by agreeing
the Armistice.

Who Was Hitler In 1919?

Hitler longed for the return of a strong leader like 
the Kaiser and traditional German values that he 
felt had been destroyed by the war. He despised the 
rise of the Socialists and Communists in Russia and 
Germany, and blamed Jews and Communists for the 
problems Germany was suffering. Surprisingly, 
despite all his anger, he had good artistic talents 
and was a teetotal vegetarian! 



In 1919 Hitler joined the German Worker’s Party in Munich. He was a 
brilliant orator and by 1921 had replaced the original leader, Anton Drexler. 
Hitler possessed a terrible ability to inspire and enthuse beerhalls full of 
people in Munich to his right wing ideas of racial superiority of Aryans and 
the need to abolish the Treaty of Versailles and make Germany great again.

Who Was Hitler In 1919?

1. Note down at least six key facts that
explain who Hitler was in 1919.



2. Look at the list of words that describe Hitler. Can you determine which 
words are an accurate description of Hitler in 1919 and those that are not?  
Circle the correct descriptors.

Who Was Hitler In 1919?

vegetarian socialist evil alcoholic intelligent

soldier coward gymnast orator right wing

communist violent Anti-Semitic German brave

artistic well-known talented tolerant angry

Pause for Thought
How likely do you think he would have been to become

the leader of Germany only fourteen years later? 



3. Explain why the 
Putsch

failed in 1923.

In 1923, Hitler decided the time was right for the 
Nazis to stage a Putsch against the Weimar Republic. 
On 8th November 1923, Hitler attempted to overthrow 
the Bavarian Government with 600 of his 
Stormtroopers, the First World War hero General 
Ludendorff and his key followers by storming a 
meeting of the Bavarian Government, led by Gustav 
Von Kahr.  

Hitler expected the people of Munich and the 
Bavarian Army and Police, where the Nazis had their 
majority of power and popularity, to rise up and join 
them in a revolution – like had been seen in Russia.

Hitler massively misjudged the mood of the people 
and popularity of the movement and the Putsch was 
stopped by force on the morning of 9th November. 16 
Nazis were killed as were three police officers – Hitler 
ran away from the scene but was arrested and 
charged with treason.

How Popular Was Hitler In 1923?
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Hitler was made the Chancellor of Germany in January 1933, just 10 years 
after being jailed for a failed rebellion in Munich. Why was this and why had 
Hitler become such a popular choice for German people?

How Popular Was Hitler In 1933?





These sources are based on first-hand accounts of people living in Germany 
in 1932. Which person do you think matches each statement?

Who Liked Hitler?



Why Were People Attracted To Hitler?

Pick three 
people in this 
picture and 
explain why 

you think they 
might support 

Hitler
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Why Was Hitler So Popular?

Can you add any other reasons 
why people supported Hitler? 

Can you link any reasons 
together and explain the links?

Propaganda

Weak 
Opposition

Scapegoats
Great 

Depression


